Upcoming Programs for Students
Mark your calendars!

**FEMALES in FINANCE**

**FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1**
Our Females in Finance program is designed to provide insight into various functions within Stout for women interested in pursuing finance-related careers. These virtual, interactive workshops offer students an opportunity to gain hands-on experience while networking with Stout colleagues from across the firm. This workshop on December 1 will give you an introduction to a career in investment banking.

During this two-hour virtual workshop, you will discover firsthand what it’s like to be part of our dynamic team by hearing from our recent graduates-turned-analysts and our seasoned female professionals. You will gain an understanding of what a complex business deal entails from start to finish by looking at a sample deal. Explore how analysts contribute to complex transactions, gaining a real-world perspective on investment banking.

**FLF**

**INVESTMENT BANKING**

**FRIDAY, JANUARY 19**
Our Future Leaders in Finance (FLF) program provides undergraduate students with the opportunity to work with and learn from Stout’s industry leading professionals. Selected candidates will spend a day with Stout’s finance professionals participating in panels, a case study competition, and interactive presentations. A full-day program on Friday, January 19, will give you an introduction to a career in investment banking.

**Junior Banker Panel**
Recent graduates-turned-analysts share insights into Stout’s work culture and their journey. Discover firsthand what it’s like to be part of our dynamic team.

**Case Study Competition**
Learn what a complex business deal entails from start to finish, and then work side by side with a Stout professional on a sample business deal. Explore how analysts contribute to these complex deals, gaining a real-world perspective on investment banking.

**Senior Banker Panel**
Engage with seasoned Stout professionals. Hear from accomplished bankers as they discuss their rich work experiences, offering valuable insights into career growth within the world of finance.